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In his Nautilus Award-winning classic Touching Spirit Bear, author
Ben Mikaelson delivers a powerful coming-of-age story of a boy
who must overcome the eﬀects that violence has had on his life.
After severely injuring Peter Driscal in an empty parking lot,
mischief-maker Cole Matthews is in major trouble. But instead of
jail time, Cole is given another option: attend Circle Justice, an alternative program that sends juvenile oﬀenders to a remote
Alaskan Island to focus on changing their ways. Desperate to
avoid prison, Cole fakes humility and agrees to go. While there,
Cole is mauled by a mysterious white bear and left for dead.
Thoughts of his abusive parents, helpless Peter, and his own
anger cause him to examine his actions and seek redemption—from the spirit bear that attacked him, from his victims, and,
most importantly, from himself. Ben Mikaelsen paints a vivid picture of a juvenile oﬀender, examining the roots of his anger without absolving him of responsibility for his actions, and questioning
a society in which angry people make victims of their peers and
communities. Touching Spirit Bear is a poignant testimonial to the
power of a pain that can destroy, or lead to healing. A strong
choice for independent reading, sharing in the classroom, homeschooling, and book groups.
The New York Times bestselling graphic memoir from actor/author/activist George Takei returns in a deluxe edition with 16
pages of bonus material! Experience the forces that shaped an
American icon -- and America itself -- in this gripping tale of
courage, country, loyalty, and love. George Takei has captured
hearts and minds worldwide with his magnetic performances,
sharp wit, and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved new frontiers in STAR TREK, he woke up as a fouryear-old boy to ﬁnd his own birth country at war with his father's -

- and their entire family forced from their home into an uncertain
future. In 1942, at the order of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, every person of Japanese descent on the west coast was rounded up
and shipped to one of ten "relocation centers," hundreds or thousands of miles from home, where they would be held for years under armed guard. THEY CALLED US ENEMY is Takei's ﬁrsthand account of those years behind barbed wire, the terrors and small
joys of childhood in the shadow of legalized racism, his mother's
hard choices, his father's tested faith in democracy, and the way
those experiences planted the seeds for his astonishing future.
What does it mean to be American? Who gets to decide? George
Takei joins cowriters Justin Eisinger & Steven Scott and artist Harmony Becker for the journey of a lifetime.
Exploring the vital connection between motherhood and social
change,The Maternal Is Politicalfeatures more than 40 powerful,
hard-hitting literary essays by women who are striving to make
the world a better place for children and families — both their
own and other women’s — in this country and globally. From the
mom deconstructing playground "power games" with her ﬁrst-grade child, to the mother who speaks out against misogyny during an awkward road trip with her college-age daughter and
friends, to the mother of sons worrying about the threat of a future military draft,The Maternal Is Politicalbrings together the voices of women who are transforming the political and social: one
child, one babysitter, one peace march at a time.
The Master Key System is a system that teaches the ultimate principles, causes and eﬀects, as well as the spiritual laws that underlie all attainment and success. When you want to attain something, The Master Key System will show you how to get it. The results you will attain from using this system are so startling as to
appear incredible. For this reason, more and more people are becoming students of The Master Key System than ever before,

even almost a hundred years after it was ﬁrst published. The Master Key sets out the fundamental principles of life and conscious,
rightful living. Basic to his teaching is the correct development
and use of mental power — the key to truly creative power and action, harmony and health, love and happiness, and abundant possibilities. Charles Haanel‘s numbered common-sense messages
still have a freshness almost one hundred years after they were
ﬁrst assembled. It was Napoleon Hill, author of "Think and Grow
Rich", who thanked Charles Haanel in a personal letter for publishing the Master Key System, as Hill deemed it invaluable in achieving his own personal success. That alone speaks volumes.
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but
one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
LitPlan Teacher Packs have a foundation of materials for teaching
works of literature. Over one hundred pages including short answer study questions, multiple choice quiz questions, discussion
questions, writing assignments, vocabulary worksheets, daily lessons, unit tests, games, puzzles, review materials, bulletin board
ideas, and much more.
"The Crucible" is a 1952 play by the American playwright Arthur
Miller. It is a dramatization of the Salem witch trials that took
place in the Province of Massachusetts Bay during 1692 and
1693. Miller wrote the play as an allegory of McCarthyism, when
the US government blacklisted accused communists. Miller himself was questioned by the House of Representatives' Committee
on Un-American Activities in 1956 and convicted of "contempt of
Congress" for refusing to identify others present at meetings he
had attended. It was ﬁrst performed at the Martin Beck Theater
on Broadway on January 22, 1953. Miller felt that this production
was too stylized and cold and the reviews for it were largely hostile (although The New York Times noted "a powerful play in a driving performance"). Nonetheless, the production won the 1953
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"Best Play" Tony Award. A year later a new production succeeded
and the play became a classic. It is a central work in the canon of
American drama. Fuji Books' edition of "The Crucible" contains
supplementary texts: * "Tragedy And The Common Man", an essay by Arthur Miller. * Excerpts from Nathaniel Hawthorne's magnus opus "The Scarlet Letter", a narrative of the Salem Witch
trials. * A few selected quotes of Arthur Miller.
Insight Study Guides are written by experts and cover a range of
popular literature, plays and ﬁlms. Designed to provide insight
and an overview about each text for students and teachers, these
guides endeavor to develop knowledge and understanding rather
than just provide answers and summaries.
From creative inspiration to ﬁnancial success to healthy living —
you name it, somebody's shared the secret to understanding it.
With the perfect self-help collection at hand, you can become
your own life coach and the master of your own growth. Napoleon
Hill. Think and Grow Rich (The text is reproduced from the original
publications of 1937) Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson
One. The Master Mind Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson
Two. A Deﬁnite Chief Aim Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Three. Self-Conﬁdence Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Four. The Habit of Saving Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success.
Lesson Five. Initiative and Leadership Napoleon Hill. The Law of
Success. Lesson Six. Imagination Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Seven. Enthusiasm Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Eight. Self-Control Napoleon Hill. The Law of Success.
Lesson Nine. Habit of Doing More Than Paid For Napoleon Hill. The
Law of Success. Lesson Ten. Pleasing Personality Napoleon Hill.
The Law of Success. Lesson Eleven. Accurate Thought Napoleon
Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Twelve. Concentration Napoleon
Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Thirteen. Cooperation Napoleon
Hill. The Law of Success. Lesson Fourteen. Failure Napoleon Hill.
The Law of Success. Lesson Fifteen. Tolerance Napoleon Hill. The
Law of Success. Lesson Sixteen. The Golden Rule George Samuel
Clason. The Richest Man In Babylon (The text is reproduced from
the original publications of 1920-1924) James Allen. As a Man Thinketh James Allen. Out from the Heart Kahlil Gibran. The Prophet
Sun Tzu. The Art of War Lao Tzu. The Tao Te Ching Confucius.
Analects Benjamin Franklin. The Way to Wealth Benjamin Franklin. The Autobiography Marcus Aurelius Antoninus. The Meditations of the Emperor Russell H. Conwell. Every Man His Own Uni-
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versity Ralph Waldo Emerson. Self-reliance Ralph Waldo Emerson.
History Ralph Waldo Emerson. Compensation Ralph Waldo Emerson. Spiritual Laws Ralph Waldo Emerson. Love Ralph Waldo Emerson. Friendship Ralph Waldo Emerson. Prudence Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Heroism Ralph Waldo Emerson. The Over-Soul Ralph
Waldo Emerson. Circles Ralph Waldo Emerson. Intellect Ralph Waldo Emerson. Art Florence Scovel Shinn. The Game of Life and How
to Play It Charles F. Haanel. The Master Key System W. D. Wattles. The Science of Getting Rich Wallace D. Wattles. How to Get
What You Want Wallace D. Wattles. The Science of Being Well Wallace D. Wattles. The Science of Being Great Orison Swett Marden.
An Iron Will Orison Swett Marden. He Can Who Thinks He Can Russell H. Conwell. Acres of Diamonds William Walker Atkinson.
Thought Vibration: Or the Law of Attraction in the Thought World
P. T. Barnum. Art of Money Getting or, Golden Rules for Making
Money G.K. Chesterton. Orthodoxy Leo Tolstoy. A Confession
In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature reading comprehension
and vocabulary questions. In every section, we include Before You
Read and After You Read questions. The Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading.
They stimulate background knowledge and experience, and guide
students to make connections between what they know and what
they will learn. The After You Read activities check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give
thoughtful consideration of the text through creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included
are writing tasks, graphic organizers, comprehension quiz, test
prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and analysis of the text. About the
Novel: The Crucible is the award-winning play written by Arthur
Miller about the Salem witch trials of 1692. One night in Salem
Massachusetts, a group of girls are caught dancing in the woods
by Reverend Parris. His own daughter falls into a coma soon after,
and the town is ablaze with talks of witchcraft. The Reverend
sends for Reverend Hale to examine the girl for witchcraft. Hale
concludes that the town of Salem is in fact engulfed in witchcraft
as one by one the girls accuse other townspeople of communing
with the devil. A trial ensues causing those accused to either deny
these allegations, or confess, thus accusing someone else. This cycle ﬁnally culminates in the death of several innocent townsfolk.
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The Crucible is a historical dramatization of true events that show
reputation is more important than admitting ignorance. All of our
content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to
Bloom's Taxonomy.
This collection of ﬁeld research narratives from veteran social and
behavioral science researchers acknowledges the unpredictability
of managing a project and candidly illustrates real-world problems
and solutions. Unlike standard research methods texts, each
chapter in this book has practical import for the researcher, ties
together extant literature, and illustrates the issues with concrete
examples from the authors' own experience. Chapters cover scenarios such as creating an interdisciplinary research team, hiring
and training research staﬀ and interviewers, developing the instrument, preparing data for analysis, navigating the IRB and ethical
dilemmas, maintaining cultural sensitivity, evaluating the intervention, and disseminating results. Doctoral students, junior faculty,
and research assistants will appreciate this insider's look at the reality of conducting a research project. Designed to supplement traditional textbooks on research methods, The Field Research Survival Guide will be an ideal addition to doctoral courses in departments of social work, psychology, psychiatry, and public health,
and an indispensible ﬁeld guide for those managing a research
project. - An insider's guide to managing the reality of conducting
a research project - Filled with straightforward advice from seasoned researchers - Chapter outlines summarize and map each
scenario for quick reference - Addresses real-world research dilemmas candidly and knowledgeably
Written in taut, poetic language, THE LONGEST MEMORY is set on
a Virginian plantation in the 19th century, and tells the tragic story of a rebellious, ﬁercely intelligent young slave who breaks all
the rules: in learning to read and write, in falling in love with a
white girl, the daughter of his owner, and, ﬁnally, in trying to escape and join her in the free North. For his attempt to ﬂee, he is
whipped to death in front of his family, and this brutal event is the
pivot around which the story evolves.
This Spanish study guide (comprising book and CD) is one of a series written by experienced examiners and teachers to follow the
demands of all GCSE syllabuses and Scottish Standard Grade. The
series aims to present the important information in a clear and direct way, with the emphasis on improving study skills and exam
performance. Topic-by-topic coverage is presented with many ex-
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amples and diagrams, together with quick tests to check
progress, and there is a bank of recent GCSE exam questions
(with answers) to ﬁne-tune exam technique.
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois
Lowry, remains one of the greatest books ever written for young
adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This
edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes
on an uncharted island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At ﬁrst,
with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything they want.
Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the
night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as
far removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
This second edition is a concise history of Latin America from the
Aztecs and Incas to Independence.
This text, based on Louise M. Rosenblatt's transactional model of
literature, focuses on the application of transactional reader-response theory in the classroom. It grows from frequent requests
from secondary school and college teachers for teaching suggestions on how to put theory into practice. This is not a "What
should I do on Monday?" cookbook, but an expression of the practice of theory in college and secondary school classrooms. The
chapters portray a spectrum of strategies--including biopoems, expressive and imaginative writing, journal writing, readers' theater,
role playing, and unsent letters--using as examples individual
works from several genres. Recognizing that teachers who may
have been trained in other theories and methodologies may be hesitant about their quite diﬀerent role and expectations in the reader-centered classroom, the authors provide stepping stones to develop readiness and conﬁdence, suggestions, and insights to ease
the transition to the transactional model of teaching and learning.
Pedagogical features: * An explanatory introduction to each section deﬁnes its orientation and describes the content and direction of the chapters it contains. * Invitations elicit engagement of
readers with concepts, attitudes, or strategies presented in the
chapters; they invite readers, as individuals or members of a
small group, to consider ideas or to practice a strategy, among
other activities, in order to enhance understandings. * A glossary
deﬁnes key concepts and strategies discussed in the text. * A bibliography provides an extensive list of resources--books and journal
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articles--both theoretical and applied. New in the second edition: *
Six new chapters--three deal with the roles of ﬁlm-as-literature in
the English classroom, and three with enhancing multicultural understandings. * Updates and revisions to several chapters that appeared in the ﬁrst edition. * Invitations, new in this edition, have
been added to focus and expand readers' thinking.
Author and pastor Craig Groeschel helps you uncover who you really are—a man created in the image of God with a warrior’s
heart—and how to ﬁght the good ﬁght for what’s right. You will
ﬁnd the strength to ﬁght the battles you know you need to
ﬁght—the ones that determine the state of your heart, the quality
of your marriage, and the spiritual health of your family. Craig will
also look at examples from the Bible, including our good buddy
Samson. Yep, the dude with the rippling biceps and hippie hair
and a thing for Delilah. You may be surprised how much we have
in common with this guy. By looking at his life, you’ll learn how to
defeat the demons that make strong men weak. You’ll become
who God made you to be: A man who knows how to ﬁght for
what’s right. And don’t you dare show up for this ﬁght unarmed.
Learn how to ﬁght with faith, with prayer, and with the Word of
God It’s time to ﬁght like a man. For God’s Sake, FIGHT.
Novel-Ties study guides contain reproducible pages in a chapter
by chapter format to accompany a work of literature of the same
title.
In 1788 Daniel Rooke sets out on a journey that will change the
course of his life. As a lieutenant in the First Fleet, he lands on the
wild and unknown shores of New South Wales. There he sets up
an observatory to chart the stars. But this country will prove far
more revelatory than the stars above. Based on real events, The
Lieutenant tells the unforgettable story of Rooke's connection
with an Aboriginal child - a remarkable friendship that resonates
across the oceans and the centuries.
What type of leadership is needed in a moment that demands
adaptive change? Exploring the qualities of adaptive leadership
within churches and nonproﬁt organizations, Tod Bolsinger deftly
examines both the external challenges we face and the internal
resistance that holds us back, showing how leaders can become
both stronger and more ﬂexible.
A comprehensive study guide oﬀering in-depth explanation, essay, and test prep for selected works by Arthur Miller, two-time
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Tony Winner and 1949 Pulitzer Prize Winner for Drama. Titles in
this study guide include All My Sons, Death of a Salesman, The
Crucible, A Memory Of Two Mondays, A View From The Bridge, After The Fall, and Incident at Vichy. As an inﬂuential, yet controversial, ﬁgure of American theatre, Miller expertly combined social
awareness with a searching concern for his characters' inner ambitions. Moreover, Miller oﬀered his audiences great entertainment
mixed with thought-provoking social criticism. This Bright Notes
Study Guide explores the context and history of Miller’s classic
work, helping students to thoroughly explore the reasons they
have stood the literary test of time. Each Bright Notes Study
Guide contains: - Introductions to the Author and the Work - Character Summaries - Plot Guides - Section and Chapter Overviews Test Essay and Study Q&As The Bright Notes Study Guide series
oﬀers an in-depth tour of more than 275 classic works of literature, exploring characters, critical commentary, historical background, plots, and themes. This set of study guides encourages
readers to dig deeper in their understanding by including essay
questions and answers as well as topics for further research.
The Pushcart Prize–winning poet’s memoir of his criminal youth
and years in prison: a “brave and heartbreaking” tale of triumph
over brutal adversity (The Nation). Jimmy Santiago Baca’s “astonishing narrative” of his life before, during, and immediately after
the years he spent in the maximum-security prison garnered tremendous critical acclaim. An important chronicle that “aﬃrms the
triumph of the human spirit,” it went on to win the prestigious
2001 International Prize (Arizona Daily Star). Long considered one
of the best poets in America today, Baca was illiterate at the age
of twenty-one when he was sentenced to ﬁve years in Florence
State Prison for selling drugs in Arizona. This raw, unﬂinching memoir is the remarkable tale of how he emerged after his years in
the penitentiary—much of it spent in isolation—with the ability to
read and a passion for writing poetry. “Proof there is always hope
in even the most desperate lives.” —Fort Worth Star-Telegram “A
hell of a book, quite literally. You won’t soon forget it.” —The San
Diego U-T “This book will have a permanent place in American letters.” —Jim Harrison, New York Times–bestselling author of A
Good Day to Die
First published in England in 1782, Crevecoeur's Letters from an
American Farmer was one of the ﬁrst works to describe the character of the average American at the close of the Revolutionary
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War. His famous question, ""What, then, is the American, this new
man?"", summarized the European's interest in and questioning of
the new country of America at a time when centuries of tradition
had just been overturned and post-colonial Americans were attempting to describe themselves in a new way. Through the character of James, the letters celebrate the land of America, its space
and fertility, and the character of Americans themselves, their
work ethic and spirit of personal determination. The Letters also
look at the darker side of American life, particularly the issue of
slavery. The discussions of American identity, participation in war
(or not), and the perception of immigrants and their ethnicity
make this book as relevant to our understanding of ourselves today as it was in 1782.
In this book, Janet Alsup reports and theorizes a multi-layered
study of teacher identity development. The study, which followed
six pre-service English education students, was designed to investigate her hypothesis that forming (or failing to form) a professional identity is central in the process of becoming an eﬀective
teacher. This work addresses the intersection of various types of
discourse within the process of professional identity development,
emphasizes that the intersection of the personal and professional
in teacher identity formation is more complex than is acknowledged in typical methods classes, and accents the need for teacher educators to take steps to facilitate such integration. Speciﬁc
suggestions for methods courses are presented that teacher educators can use as is or adapt to their own contexts. Teacher Identity Discourses: Negotiating Personal and Professional Spaces
speaks eloquently to faculty, researchers, and graduate students
across the ﬁeld of teacher education.
Describes the witch hunt that took place in Stamford, Connecticut, in 1692, detailing the story of Kate Branch, a seventeen-year-old aﬄicted by strange visions and given to wails of
pain and fright, who accused several women of bewitching her.
Tempered Resilience by Tod Bolsinger is about forming resilience
so leaders can lead through the resistance that always accompanies change. This eight-session study guide is designed to lead to
honest conversations for self-discovery as well as oﬀer practices
that leaders and their teams can take on together.
Welcome to the best Study Guide for The Crucible with this special Deluxe Edition, featuring over 100 pages of guided activities,
diagrams, visual organizers, note-taking exercises, and essential
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questions! With sections aimed at citing evidence from the text,
this study guide for The Crucible is up to date with Next Generation, 21st Century, and Common Core skill requirements. This
study guide for The Crucible can be used as BOTH a study guide
for readers/students AND an instructional guide for teachers. It is
the perfect companion to introducing literature in any classroom!
Master the material and ace any assignment with this innovative
study guide series. This book is perfect for both students and
teachers, as it produces true mastery of content knowledge and
book details. Other study guides for The Crucible simply give basic details of the novel, meaning that students read over material
without digesting or learning it. Other study guides take complex
themes, concepts, and information and just regurgitate it to readers. But, this Study Guide for The Crucible is diﬀerent. Using the
original text as a guide, you will learn to cite evidence from the
text in order to complete and reﬂect on your reading. Readers will
self-generate additional notes within the structure provided by
this Study Guide. Designed by a veteran educator, this study
guide for The Crucible GUIDES the learner to discovering the answers for themselves, creating a fully detailed study guide in the
user's own words. Filled with guided reading activities, students
are able to ﬁll this guidebook with their own information.
For some ﬁfty years now, Arthur Miller has been not only America's premier playwright, but also one of our foremost public intellectuals and cultural critics. Echoes Down the Corridor gathers together a dazzling array of more than forty previously uncollected
essays and works of reportage. Here is Arthur Miller, the brilliant
social and political commentator-but here, too, Miller the private
man behind the internationally renowned public ﬁgure.Witty and
wise, rich in artistry and insight, Echoes Down the Corridor
reaﬃrms Arthur Miller's standing as one of the greatest writers of
our time.
Learn and practice proven multiple choice strategies for paragraph comprehension, English grammar, word problems and Basic Math! Includes FREE ebook version suitable for iPhone, iPad,
any tablet or smartphone! If you are preparing for an exam, you
probably want all the help you can get! Multiple Choice Secrets is
your complete guide to answering multiple choice questions! You
will learn: Powerful multiple choice strategies with practice questions - Learn 15 powerful multiple choice strategies and then practice. Answer key for all practice questions with extensive commen-
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tary including tips, short-cuts and strategies. How to prepare for a
multiple choice exam - make sure you are preparing properly and
not wasting valuable study time! Who does well on multiple
choice exams and who does not - and how to make sure you do!
How to handle trick questions - usually there are one or two trick
questions to separate the really good students from the rest - tips
and strategies to handle these special questions. Step-by-step
strategy for answering multiple choice - on any subject! Common
Mistakes on a Test - and how to avoid them How to avoid test
anxiety - how to avoid one of the most common reasons for low
scores on a test How to prepare for a test - proper preparation for
your exam will deﬁnitely boost your score! How to psych yourself
up for a test - tips on the the all-important mental preparation!
Learn what you must do in the test room Includes over 150 practice questions! Once you learn our powerful multiple choice strategy techniques, practice them right away on paragraph comprehension, basic math and arithmetic reasoning! Remember it only a
few percentage points divide the PASS from the FAIL students.
Why not do everything you can to increase your score?
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may
also include a folder with sign out sheets.
A darkly satirical novel of love, revenge, and 1950s haute couture—now a major motion picture starring Kate Winslet, Judy
Davis, Liam Hemsworth, and Hugo Weaving After twenty years
spent mastering the art of dressmaking at couture houses in
Paris, Tilly Dunnage returns to the small Australian town she was
banished from as a child. She plans only to check on her ailing
mother and leave. But Tilly decides to stay, and though she is still
an outcast, her lush, exquisite dresses prove irresistible to the
prim women of Dungatar. Through her fashion business, her
friendship with Sergeant Farrat—the town’s only policeman, who
harbors an unusual passion for fabrics—and a budding romance
with Teddy, the local football star whose family is almost as
reviled as hers, she ﬁnds a measure of grudging acceptance. But
as her dresses begin to arouse competition and envy in town,
causing old resentments to surface, it becomes clear that Tilly’s
mind is set on a darker design: exacting revenge on those who
wronged her, in the most spectacular fashion.
A literary study guide that includes summaries and commentaries.
A Study Guide for Eugenio Montale's "On the Threshold," excerpt-
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ed from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study
guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further
reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Poetry
for Students for all of your research needs.
From the duo behind the massively successful and award-winning
podcast Stuﬀ You Should Know comes an unexpected look at
things you thought you knew. Josh Clark and Chuck Bryant started
the podcast Stuﬀ You Should Know back in 2008 because they
were curious—curious about the world around them, curious
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about what they might have missed in their formal educations,
and curious to dig deeper on stuﬀ they thought they understood.
As it turns out, they aren't the only curious ones. They've since
amassed a rabid fan base, making Stuﬀ You Should Know one of
the most popular podcasts in the world. Armed with their inquisitive natures and a passion for sharing, they uncover the weird, fascinating, delightful, or unexpected elements of a wide variety of
topics. The pair have now taken their near-boundless "whys" and
"hows" from your earbuds to the pages of a book for the ﬁrst
time—featuring a completely new array of subjects that they’ve
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long wondered about and wanted to explore. Each chapter is further embellished with snappy visual material to allow for rabbit-hole tangents and digressions—including charts, illustrations, sidebars, and footnotes. Follow along as the two dig into the underlying stories of everything from the origin of Murphy beds, to the
history of facial hair, to the psychology of being lost. Have you ever wondered about the world around you, and wished to see the
magic in everyday things? Come get curious with Stuﬀ You Should
Know. With Josh and Chuck as your guide, there’s something interesting about everything (...except maybe jackhammers).

